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INTRODUCTION

Development of educational content preparation tools lags behind Learning Management Systems (LMS). Success of LMS, in its turn
MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
Concept of Educational Information Quantization Process
Quantization is dividing of educational information into different purpose (information, training, controlling, and managing) elementary fragments (educational units, steps, frames) that facilitates mastering the sense contained in each educational information fragment. Volume of the text information contained in these fragments must be limited. Table: 1. Among quantitative text readability characteristics, the following characteristics can be highlighted: average word length in syllables and average sentence length in words. These characteristics are statistical parameters, which are used in the formulas for assessing readability and are necessary for calculating the formal readability index. These parameters can be easily expressed quantitatively and are suitable for automatic assessment.
Semantic units of the quantum
Quantitative text variety characteristics are described by the lexical and syntactic variety factors. Since factor in not an absolute, but a relative value (within a certain value range), compared texts' lengths can be neglected within certain limits. Researching of the internal educational text "dynamics" in relation to comparing the factors in different parts of the text and their ratios to the general factor for the entire text is of theoretical interest as well.
The lexical variety factor is a ratio of lexeme quantity to the total word quantity in the text: The syntactic variety factor is a ratio of the total sentence quantity to the total word quantity in the text: 
Results of automatic part of speech recognition carried out with the use of the phpMorphy library in the initial
T and quantized T  texts are presented in Table: 3 and  Table: 4. Percentagewise, discrepancy in word distributions among parts of speech for the initial (Table: 3) and the quantized (Table: 4 Table: 5. Table: 6  and Table: 7, testify reduction of the average sentence length in words in the quantized text. Exception is only the quantized text fragments 2 and 3. Quantitative variety characteristics of the initial and the quantized texts are presented in Table: 8 and Table: Figure: 3).
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Figure: 3 Comparative analysis of the lexical variety factor for text fragments
Syntactic variety shows itself in using various syntactic means: quantization reduces the syntactic variety factor. In Figure: 4, syntactic variety factor for the quantized text fragments 2 and 3 is higher than for the initial text that indicates necessity of requantization of these fragments. The formal readability index ) , ( j i R for the quantized text is equal to 2.227, and for the initial text it is equal to 2.368 that testifies better presentation of the quantized text. 
CONCLUSION
The considered approach allows taking into account formal characteristics for assessing educational text quantization quality. The procedure for obtaining metrics and the method for analyzing educational text quantization quality, offered in the article, can be used for preparing educational content for LMS.
